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GUIDE: Floor Scrubbing
PURPOSE: 
To remove heavy soiling from �oors and/or prepare �oor for recoating of �oor polish.
This maintenance method can be adapted to all resilient �oors.

PRODUCT TO USE:   
Peerless Versadet Concentrated Floor Cleaner or Strobe Floor Maintainer.
Chemicals are not hazardous see MSDS.

  PROCEDURE

  1. PREPARE EQUIPMENT
  Fill a bucket with a solution of VERSADET or STROBE diluted 1part to 15 parts warm water.
  Fill a second bucket two-thirds full with clean, warm water.
  Transport the equipment to work site.
  Fit scrubbing machine with nylon scrub pad.

  2. PREPARE AREA
  Set up ‘Wet Floor’ signs. Move obstacles such as furniture.

  3. DUST MOP FLOOR
 

  4. SCRUB FLOOR
  Operate the �oor machine from side to side while applying solution. Overlap on eachp ass to be sure
  that the entire �oor has been covered.
  Use care to avoid bumping into skirting boards and other �xed objects. Use a scrub pad
  and holder to scrub corners and other areas not accessible to the �oor machine.
   Take care! Wet �oors are a slip hazard, wear
   appropriate footwear and wipe feet before walking on other �oor areas.
   Work in a controlled area to avoid walking on the wet area.

   5. PICK UP DIRTY SOLUTION
   Use a wet pick-up vacuum or remove the dirty solution with the �rst mop.
   Dip the clean second mop into the clear water and rinse.
   Wring out the wet mop frequently. Cover the entire area to be cleaned.
   Wipe o� skirting boards before they dry.

   6. WHEN FLOOR HAS DRIED
   Remove the ‘Wet Floor’ signs. Return furniture, and other items cleared from the area, to their proper
   positions.

   7. CLEAN UP
   Immediately clean up equipment at the conclusion of the procedure. 
   Wash buckets and wringersthoroughly rinse and allow to dry.
   Thoroughly wash mops, and hang to dry away from walls. 
   All other equipment is either washed or wiped down and stored in the proper location.

 Always ensure that all safety requirements are in place before commencing work 
 and where required all personal safety equipment is available and worn by cleaning technicians.


